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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
NA28 VS UBS51
A COMPARISON OF FEATURES AND QUALITIES, PUT TOGETHER BY HENDRICKSON PUBLISHERS

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GRAECE,
NESTLE-ALAND, (NA28)

UNITED BIBLE SOCIETY,
GREEK NEW TESTAMENT, (UBS5)

Latest edition: 2012

Latest edition: 2014
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Contains exhaustive textual notes and variants. Intended for students, teachers, and scholars who desire
to study the Greek NT thoroughly
Greek text itself is identical with UBS5
Apparatus contains evidence for and against the
textual reading (positive apparatus), and at times only
contains evidence against textual reading (negative
apparatus)
Cross references are extensive and in the outer margin
Old Testament quotations are in italics
Uses the Eusebian section and canon numbers 2 and
kephalaia 3 in the inner margin
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•
•
•
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Contains only textual variants that impact translation. Provides a streamlined apparatus and thus is
intended for students and teachers who desire to do
translation work and understand better their modern English translations
Greek text itself is identical with NA28
Apparatus always contains evidence for and against
the textual reading (positive apparatus)
Cross references are limited to only those most important, shown at the bottom of the page
Old Testament quotations are in bold
Contains English subject headings with information
about segmentation (punctuation, etc.) of the text in
editions of the Greek NT and in modern Bible translations (Discourse Segmentation Apparatus)
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700307 - Standard Edition, Hardcover, Blue
700468 - Standard with Dictionary, HC, Blue
700314 - Standard Edition, Flexisoft, Black
700321 - Standard Edition, Flexisoft, Blue
700352 - Greek-English (NRSV and REB), Blue
700345 - Large Print, HC, Blue
070689 - Wide Margin, HC, Blue

701380 - Standard Edition, Hardcover, Red
701397 - Standard with Dictionary, HC, Red
701403 - Standard with Dict, Flexisoft, Black
706187 - Reader’s Edition, HC, Red
708181 - Spanish with Dictionary, HC, Red

1 Modified and adapted from https://www.academic-bible.com/en/home/scholarly-editions/greek-new-testament/comparison-na28-ubs5/
2 The Eusebian section and canon numbers enable the reader to easily find parallel periscopes in the other gospels by using tables that are given in the
introduction to the edition, thereby facilitating synoptic studies. For example, 1/III in the inner margin at Mt 1:1 indicates that parallel periscopes to the
first section of the Gospel of Matthew can be found in Canon III. There the reader will see that section 1 of Matthew corresponds to section 14 of Luke
and sections 1, 3, and 5 of John. Still useful at times, many students will find the cross references in the outer margins sufficient. For more information, see
page 85*ff. in the introduction to the NA28.
3 The kephalaia are chapter divisions that are most widely used in the manuscripts. It should be noted that the first section of each writing is not numbered (with the exception of Acts, Revelation, and some of the letters).

